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Editors’ Note
Let us end the first term (and the year 2021) with a
bang!
This edition is special to us, it’s the first printed edition
we’ve gotten to publish in a while! We’re so happy to be
able to revive the feeling of finding a Kamena edition in
the corners of campus, on lounging on unsuspecting
tables in different buildings, or in neat piles in Milburn
House.
On top of that, it is our honour to finally physically
publish the talents from across Warwick and around the
world!
The Editors

Sophie Butcher
Jessica Campion
Yvette Chan

Featuring

Tim Leach

Logo Design

Magdalena
Zakrzewska

Cover Art

Scarlett BennettWeston
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An interview with Tim Leach
Tim Leach is a writer of historical fiction, specialising in the ancient world,
unreliable source texts, and the crossover points between myth and history. His
first novel, The Last King of Lydia, was shortlisted for the Dylan Thomas Prize in
2013. A sequel, The King and the Slave, followed in 2014, and Smile of the Wolf, was
published in Summer 2018. His newest book A Winter War came out in August
2021, and is the first of a trilogy. He’s a graduate of the Warwick Writing
Programme, where he now teaches fiction as an Assistant Professor.
We reached out to him and he agreed to answer some of our questions about historical
fiction, A Winter War, advice and more!
What draws you to the historical fiction genre?
For me, it's the intriguing combination of the familiar and the unfamiliar of the distant past. In
many ways the world in a distant time and place is deeply unfamiliar, driven by unusual social
and religious values or lost ways of life – the feuding honour bound world of Smile of the Wolf
or the wandering warrior nomads of A Winter War. Equally, however, looking at the surviving
writings and artifacts from the time, these are still people whose hopes and dreams and desires
and fears are highly familiar to us - they seek love and fulfilment, they fear death and
oppression, they wrestle with what it means to be a good person and how to find their place in
their society. So the interaction between the familiar and the unfamiliar offers lots of interesting
opportunities to a writer.
What was the most enjoyable part of writing your most recent novel, A Winter War?
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It was getting to write about the Sarmatians themselves. There's very scanty evidence
remaining, as they were a group of Eurasian nomads with no written language, so all we have
are some grave sites and various stories told about them by their enemies.
But the information that is there is fascinating - a culture where the women fought in battle
alongside the men (possibly inspiring the tales of the Amazon myths), far fetched links with
Arthurian mythology, and a nearly lost nomadic way of life spent herding and roaming across
the great Sea of Grass that is the Eurasian steppe. There’s some surviving mythology of the
various steppe peoples (The Tales of the Narts) that had a beautiful line in the introduction that I
took as my touchstone for their culture: “as children of the wolf they love hunting and fighting,
cattle raids and campaigns, and as children of the sun they love the frolicking radiance, gaiety
and happiness of feasts, games and dances”. It was this dual nature that I hoped to bring to life.

Your latest novel, A Winter War, is the first in a trilogy. What are the main differences
and challenges of writing a series of novels rather than a standalone?
There's an extension of vision and scope, a patience to allow things to develop over a number
of books and not rushing to have everything resolve too quickly. Equally, one has to balance
this long term vision with the ability to make each individual book satisfying and distinct in its
own right.
There’s also the challenge (in the sequels) of writing for multiple different readers – you’ve got
to write for people who have just finished the previous book, people who read the previous
book but it was a while ago and they’ve forgotten quite a lot, and the people who have jumped
straight into the second or third book because it had a cover that they like!
What's the best writing advice that you would give (or have been given)?
The least flashy advice I've heard is 'lower your overheads', but it is rather good. Time is money,
and you need plenty of time to develop your craft, so avoiding expensive living is usually
critical.
On a craft level, I'd say that editing is the most underrated skill, especially in long form fiction
like a novel - it's where you can transform a solidly written but unspectacular first draft into
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something genuinely remarkable and distinct, and it tends to be an area that many aspiring
writers don't pay enough attention to. So I'd say, spend at least as much time editing as you do
writing - and probably more!

With so much writing advice out there, is there any you recommend that people don't
follow?
Maybe 'write for yourself', at least if you've got professional aspirations. It's important to follow
your interests, but being open minded and curious about how a reader might respond to the
work is so important. I think the challenge of writing is taking something that I'm passionate
about and finding a way to make it as intriguing as possible for my readers - each project begins
with something I personally care about, but that is always outward facing and looking to
communicate.
Of course, you're free to just write for yourself if you want, but in that case, don't be too
surprised if other people aren't particularly interested in reading it or paying for it!
Speaking of paying for books, here is a link to Tim’s new book, A Winter War:
https://www.waterstones.com/book/a-winter-war/tim-leach/9781800242869
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Winter-War-Tim-Leach/dp/1800242867
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Let Me See — Where Do You Fit in My Story?
by Euan Thum
Let me see—
Where you do fit in my story
Would you bring out the maniac side of me,
Break this shell of mine,
And turn me into a memory hoarder,
For the new ones making me smile, have you in them?
Believe me
When I say my puzzles once didn't fitI was an avid player squeezing dreams together.
On my way, what I did lost, I guess I don't have to mention.
You would know one day when you're on the road to heavenone without me in it.
Answer me
When I questioned your loyaltyHow could you wrap fire with paper when
I had no control of this flame and heat?
I could burn, kill you in an instance.
But you stayed and gave me your silence,
Just nice the way I needed it.
Let me see.
Where do you fit in my story?
There you are- a picture perfection
In a locket polished till it's gleaming
I guess it was me, all along,
Watching life with wrong filters on
Missing you out till recently.
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Tribe
by Nyasha Kunorubwe
Every step I take,
I’m channelling my ancestor;
God blessed a whole tribe,
Descendants of Abraham,
Like Shaka1, our reach expands. We are worldwide.
Every breath I exhale,
My heritage prevails,
Spoken words of wisdom entailed.
Whether they whither or thrive,
Depends on how we keep the spark alive.
Every hand I hold,
Feels the soft touch of millenniums of Ambuyas2
- Comforting tones, a shoulder to weep on,
And when we’re done being petty,
A roof to slumber under.
And every time we connect
On a level deeper than surface,
Deeper than epidermis,
You’ll realise there’s a place on this Earth where
The warm winds last forever,
Where you don’t need to dig to find buried treasure,
Where simple joys bring heartfelt pleasure.
If it takes a village to raise a child,
When that child smiles, a whole tribe
Is immortalized.
1

Shaka Zulu, 19th Century Southern African General and founder of the Zulu Empire.

2

Ambuya(s), Shona word meaning Grandmother
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Bird Song
by Flora Stone
A little girl was given to the belly of the forest by her mother and father.
They packed her bag with everything they thought she would need.
Took her to the edge of the path and waved goodbye till they couldn’t see any further.
The little girl, we’ll call her May, first noticed the saplings and the seeds.
This part of the forest was still young, like a glade.
And she felt at peace with the young ones, so she followed the path to see where it leads.
She heard bird call, entranced by melodies, she tried to echo the notes they made,
but her voice was not developed, and it came out like a squawking noise
that frightened the birds who didn’t want to be near this foreigner, this creeping shade.
So, she carried on the path, still humming their melodies in her scratchy voice
turning the tunes from major to minor, unaware of the significance
that key change had. She would sing and sing as though it was her only choice,
the only succour to an otherwise barren journey, but she was indifferent
to her plight. She wandered on, though trees were growing bigger,
still singing songs turning sinister, stringing together syllables and sibilance.
Her tune was turning dark as though to match the forest getting thicker,
a cool mist floating on air, wisps wrapping around her throat.
She realised now how far she had traversed and it began to trigger
a frightened thought that this forest is less friend and more foe.
Panic rising like bile as she saw she’d lost the edges of the path,
and didn’t know which way to turn to get back home.
She no longer felt affinity with the trees, she felt no laugh
at seeing them dance in the wind. She wasn’t spring anymore.
December, we’ll call her. Time has sped on and what’s left is halved.
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She sees a small light ahead and begins to sprint at full pelt till her legs are sore,
from the desperate race to get to the beam of light through the branches.
But when she gets there, panting with all her might, its not what she thought she saw.
It wasn’t a freedom from the forest but a cliff ’s edge. Her face falls like snow in avalanche.
‘There’s no way out!’ she screams from the bottom of her lungs,
her throat burned with the words, as though she had swallowed bitter ashes.
A rustle to her right makes her turn. A bird opens its mouth, letting flies land on its tongue.
A trap for those little flies as its beak snaps. But the bird cocks it head at December.
‘What are you doing here? I thought birds didn’t like December’ she sung
in a meek voice, low and full of sorrow, but so he’d understand her.
‘I’m stronger than I look in face of adverse conditions. Perhaps I can teach you the same.
You think you have no way out, but you haven’t tried flying. I think you can conquer
the clouds and skies with my help. I can teach how to fall on the breeze, how to tame
the mysteries of flight. I can lead you out of this forest if that’s what you’re wanting?’
December looked the bird in its deep eyes, that the setting sun had set aflame.
There in the glow of its eyes she saw her saviour, and the cliff was less daunting.
‘I’m tired of being all alone in this forest’ ‘I know, I am too. So let me help you.’
The bird flapped its wings, its magnificent feathers caught in the rays like it was flaunting.
‘You don’t need to be scared, not with me leading you. I’ll show you through
to the other side. Just take a leap of faith.’ She stood on the edge of that abyss,
every nerve standing at attention, breathing heavily as her foot dangled into the blue
sky all around her. She looked at the bird still flapping its wings just off from the precipice.
‘Come on, it’s either forward into the unknown or back to that hated forest.’
And with that she leapt. Arms open wide, ready for the wind to catch her like a lover’s soft
kiss.
December turned May once more. Hope filled her lungs as she sang beauty with the bird’s
chorus.
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routine
by Scarlett Bennett-Weston
from my glass house night resumes his vast throne
to bed the weak wrists of amber again
while a man shouts death on the street below,
full on futility and want again
he touches tyranny to appease hunger,
the dirt of another man’s home again
listens in envy to the girl crying
safe in the walls of the palace again –
she has not learned that silence is her friend,
growing tired in his long hours again
and she only has so much bone to break,
her wrists wear thin against black sheets again
until there is nothing in my glass house
but to remember your return again.
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Nothing will ever change
by Phoebe McDade
You lie down in your bed facing the ceiling
Observing the shadow that shows you have
Adult bones covered by a child’s skin.
You thought by now it would have toughened,
Cut its teeth on days of labour,
Welcomed its true pigment in hours in the sun
Spent with a good group of good friends,
But your most consistent company is your
Heartbeat. You listen to it
as you decompose, the rate doesn’t rise,
and it probably won’t in the future.
Nothing will ever change
You fixate on that spot on its lower back,
The spot where you keep memories of
All those meetings that had the potential to be the meeting
In a different pair of shoes, freshly bought clothes
When your hair’s longer, shorter, new colour
Whether your fat arms make you more or less approachable
Control the variables, figure out the outlier
Figurative not physical this time, maybe it’s
The timing, the setting, you, the conversation.
Nothing will ever change
The conversation, the cracker missing a paper hat
You grimace your way through every bad Christmas dinner
Held with every impromptu family that is
Somehow even worse than actual family
You always size them up on day one, yes,
The big brother, the favourite cousin,
The oddly invited friend of a friend in a bad jumper
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Situated right by the mistletoe.
Well, it’s December and
They’re eating raw turkey at their table
But you’re in your room, friends with the ceiling.
Nothing will ever change
So? Divorce yourself from this life, this body
You tried so hard to be good that
You inflated outwards so that
You could become something bigger than yourself,
But it only produced a greater height
For your burning body to fall from.
You imitated someone else’s steady rhythm to
Affirm that, yes, you could be in tune
But it cast you so far adrift that you became
an island to your own common sense.
So stop searching for a soul (and I doubt
you’ll find one in this godless red brick building
anyway) and regress to a state
Where your particles are evenly packed
In a formation to all fit under one ceiling.
Steer clear of the knowledge you know
Can only cause you to boil or melt, for
There are meetings held every day
Without the knowledge of the attendees, let alone you
So why should you worry about that when
Nothing will ever change
You go outside, first time in weeks
You took a trip to the shore, you didn’t speak
To a single soul the entire journey
On the train there.
If no one knows you’re here and
If no one saw you go,
Did you even make a sound?
It’s a calm beach, grains of sand
Seeping into your shoes like death and taxes.
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There’ll be a day when all these grains
Will outnumber the thoughts in your head, so
Imagine you’re a finger-sized fish as
The waves flow like the clock tower of the sea,
Like a ceiling fan,
Safe in the knowledge
Nothing will ever change.
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The Doll That She Made
by Yuu Ikeda
The doll that she made
has no face
because she doesn't know
how to make a face
that feelings are carved as wrinkles
But she loves the doll that she made
because the doll is herself
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The colour of the Sun
by Peter Noblet
I cannot change the colour of the Sun
I wait inside for someone to come
to take me to the Sun
I cannot change the colour of the Sun.
The absence tears us apart
a mother’s womb and
a father’s heart
the absence tears us apart.
Take me to the Sun
let me feel the rain
let me feel the wind
take me to the Sun.
I cannot bear it any longer
inside is the Sun
breadcrumbs on the ground
take me to the Sun.
I wish I was the Sun
embrace me father
embrace me mother
I wish I was the Sun.
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Under-stimulated
by Brandon Ring
Pacing around a bland and empty room,
Cooking utensils blend and merge away,
Into a deafening silent display,
Devoid of colour it had yesterday.
Mental race,
Feet pace
Without grace,
Scrunched face,
Your parents are disappointed,
My thoughts are so disjointed,
As if they were anointed
By a demon of discontent,
Whose sole intent
Was to make it all confused.
I languish in boredom without description or meaning,
There is so much I want to do and yet I can do nought,
It’s as if I’m just dreaming,
Lost in pestilential thought.
And yet my gilded brain finds some solace,
Escaping the paralysing prison,
I flee to a world of poetry.
I feel so free but in my childish glee,
I fail to notice it enrapture me,
As I ignore responsibility,
For a flight that begets idolatry,
An escape that forgets reality.
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Untitled
by Keon Wong
Everything is falling apart, still stirring
Like an incomplete corpse,
An expired overture whose wish
Whirls into the future regardless, tail high
And neck baked red
From the insomnia of the sun.
The curtains break like skin, and sickly halos
Pour without distance; they drool
Like thick rain whose lethargic touch
Bears the grace of unborn children. The cattle by the shore
Ring their bells in cacophony—another
Adjourned symposium to celebrate
The fourth meal of the day
After dark within the abdomen, within sleep.
The tripwire feet of odd ducklings follow
Coffee-crazed spiders hooked on the smoke
Of their own evanescent tapestry; the heaviness
Of the early morning breeze, straddling its own feet,
As if curdling the thinly cut footsteps, black-eyed
And stowed under Kappa’s legacy, under a bridge
Of forgotten nightmares. The stars serve
Witness in a plate of serendipitous radiance,
Iridescent suffering before it is due, before
The light at the bottom darkens, breaking the water
In pockets of misfortune.
The nameless warrants flop like fish
By every front door, tossed below a slip of carpet
Tonguing the wooden crevices with folklore, as if
To speak lightly, so their rumours
Can only spread as far as the dead earth
Allows—a back-page obituary. I pass them off
Like happiness—generously, sparingly, all over again.
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The Lavenders
by Oliver Redwood-Mears
The velvet buds form a jam between my fingers,
Spider-hairs growing on the stalk, glistening
like cobweb in the 8am light.
I have tied them thrice with greying string.
They grew from the dry, dilapidated dirt
and cobbles of limestone and granite
that we would call a front garden,
As would a dandelion, or a nightshade;
Yet, regal, they rise,
Purple proof that the earth provides
even if it must yield everything it gasps for.
This was your front garden, the potted poppies
Like a salsa of tomatoes and peppers by your doorstep,
The patches of grass as kale or rocket,
With soft mint tickling our ankles.
A pat of buttercups grows between the bricks.
And then the lavenders,
tall cocktails of sweet syrup and dry tonic,
A pick-me-up before a long day of being apart.
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Sun Rising
by Keith Mulopo
Serrated rays of tangerine red
Tear through the cool, aegean sky Breaking day. Seems lasting:
The anguish doesn’t alleviate,
Nor does the doom dissipate.
But the sinister rays gradually fade
Making way for honey hues.
The sky’s shade ascending blues
With dawn becoming day,
With weather that ought to stay.
Yes, the pain will return
When darkness descends.
But the process pledges
Light’s seen, loved in the end.
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